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A case study - Living standard of village Buwana, (Jind)
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Socio-economic survey is a very important
tool to study the socio-economic conditions of any
society. We prepare demographic details household,
category wise population report, education status,
land holding and cropping pattern of the village lives
stock details of the village by this living standard of village and by this we can understand the
high level, medium level, and low-level condition of households. Importance of socioeconomic survey socio economic survey is very important for the help of this survey we
know the actual condition of area what kind of people loves in this area? It tells us about the
social condition of the people in any area. What type of family, how the family survives it
also tell us about their education attainment and self-dependency. What type of crops are
growing by them? It helps us to know about third cropping pattern and tock rearing tendency
what type of technology they used socio economic data provide us actual situation of that
area being surveyed we can analysis that type of improvement can be implied there we can
think about the reforms of that area.

Use of socio economic survey
We know that what kind of activities coming lot by the people like primary secondary
and tertiary etc. it tells us about the economic situation of people how many people fake the
problem of poverty in any areas? It tells us about the dependency and independency
population from total population it gives us the real information of human resources it like
annual income of family, per person income. It tells us that how many people use vehicles
and what type of vehicle they use cropping pattern is found in that area socio economic data
of any area help government to know that what kind of help they should be given to them for
proper progress. It is of vital for planning purpose that what life is in back ward form and
how can it be improved
Study area
Study area Buwana village is situated in Julana tehsil of district Jind it lies about
south east of Jind , Jind mandi is as the grain mark for the farmers here post office Buwana,
police station Julana block Julana, railway station Kinana
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